Structure and Properties of Melt-Spun Mg–Pd Binary Alloys
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Amorphous alloys in the Mg–Pd binary system were formed in a composition range of 10 to 35 at%Pd by melt-spinning technique. The crystallization temperature and tensile strength of the amorphous Mg$_{100-x}$Pd$_x$ ($x = 10, 20$ and 30 at%) alloys are in the range from 417 to 535 K and 440 to 650 MPa, respectively. There is a tendency for the crystallization temperature and the tensile strength to increase with increasing Pd content. Vickers hardness also increased with increasing Pd content. Their compositional dependence is attributed to an increase in the number of Mg–Pd atomic pairs with large negative mixing enthalpy. Crystallized structure of the Mg–Pd amorphous alloys was also examined in correlation with equilibrium phases.
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1. Introduction

Recently, Mg-based alloys have attracted increasing interest because of their useful engineering properties such as high strength with light weight$^1$ and high hydrogen-storage capacity.$^2$ It is well known that the structural modification to an amorphous phase significantly increases various properties as compared with crystalline alloys.$^3$ An amorphous phase has been formed in a number of Mg-based alloy systems such as Mg–Cu$^4$ and Mg–Ln-TM (Ln = lanthanide metal).$^5$ Particularly, the Mg–Ln-TM alloys are important because they have a large supercooled liquid region before crystallization and high glass-forming ability.$^5$ It has subsequently been reported that the plateau region in the electrochemically measured P-C isotherm and high electrochemical discharge capacity are obtained in Mg–Ni$^7,8$ and Mg–Ni–Pd$^9$ amorphous alloys. In addition to Mg–Ni amorphous alloys, Mg–Pd-based amorphous alloys are also expected as a base alloy system to develop useful functional materials with high hydrogen absorption ability. However, there have been no data on the formation of an amorphous alloy in Mg–Pd binary system. Furthermore, little has been reported about the formation of Mg-based amorphous alloy with high Mg content above 85 at% except the Mg–Ni binary system. Therefore, this paper intends to present the composition range in which an amorphous phase is formed in Mg–Pd binary system by melt-spinning and intends to investigate the reason for the formation of the amorphous phase even at the Mg-rich compositions. The thermal stability and mechanical properties of the Mg–Pd amorphous alloys were also studied in this work.

2. Experimental Procedure

Mg–Pd binary alloy ingots were prepared by high-frequency induction melting the mixtures of pure Mg and Pd metals in an Ar atmosphere. Ribbons of about 20 μm in thickness and about 1 mm in width were produced by a single-roller melt-spinning technique in an Ar atmosphere. The circumferential velocity of the wheel ($v_c$) was controlled as 40 m/s. The structure of the melt-spun ribbons was examined by X-ray diffractometry (XRD; Cu-Kα, 35 kV, 15 mA) and by Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM). Crystallization temperature ($T_c$) was examined by differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) at a heating rate of 0.67 K/s. Tensile fracture strength was measured at a strain rate of $8 \times 10^{-4}$ s$^{-1}$ with an Instron-type testing machine. Hardness was also measured by a Vickers microhardness tester with a load of 10–25 g.

3. Results and Discussion

Figure 1 shows XRD patterns of the melt-spun Mg$_{100-x}$Pd$_x$ ($x = 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 20, 30$ and 40 at%) alloys. Distinct crystalline peaks of Mg phase are seen in the XRD patterns of the Mg$_{100-x}$Pd$_x$ ($x = 2, 4, 6$ and 8 at%) alloys. Intensity of the sharp peaks decreases with increasing Pd content from 2 to 8 at% and no crystalline peak is observed at 10 at% Pd. Only broad diffraction peaks are seen for the Mg$_{100-x}$Pd$_x$ ($x = 10, 20$ and 30 at%) alloys, indicating the formation of an amorphous phase. Sharp crystalline peaks are also seen in the XRD pattern of the Mg$_{60}$Pd$_{40}$ alloy. The sharp peaks of the 40 at%Pd alloy may come from MgPd phase according to the previous reports$^{10,11}$ though there is no data in the ICDD cards on the XRD patterns of Mg$_3$Pd, Mg$_5$Pd and MgPd alloys.

Figure 2 summarizes the composition range in which amorphous Mg–Pd alloys are formed by melt-spinning, together with the Mg–Pd binary phase diagram.$^{12}$ The amorphous phase is formed in a composition range of 10 to 35 at%Pd. According to the Mg–Pd phase diagram, a eutectic point is located at 7.8 at%Pd. Therefore, it is understandable that the minimum Pd content at which the Mg–Pd amorphous phase can be formed lies near the eutectic composition. The upper limitation of Pd content for the formation of the amorphous phase may be due to the increase in melting point.

Figure 3 shows bright-field TEM images of the melt-spin (a) Mg$_2$Pd$_8$ and (b) Mg$_9$Pd$_{10}$ alloys. No crystalline phase is seen in the melt-spin Mg$_{60}$Pd$_{40}$ alloy while fine crystalline particles are recognized in the Mg$_{92}$Pd$_8$ alloy. A halo-type diffraction ring pattern for the Mg$_{60}$Pd$_{40}$ alloy was also obtained while reflection spots were observed for the
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Mg$_{92}$Pd$_8$ alloy.

Figure 4 shows DSC curves of the amorphous Mg$_{100-x}$Pd$_x$ ($x = 10, 20$ and $30$ at%) alloys. No supercooled liquid region is observed before crystallization. The crystallization temperature, $T_x$, increases with increasing Pd content, indicating that the thermal stability of the amorphous phase is improved with Pd content. It is also seen that the number of crystallization peaks decreases with increasing Pd content. The crystallization process changes into a more simple mode for the higher Pd content alloys.

Crystalline phases appeared in the Mg$_{100-x}$Pd$_x$ ($x = 10, 20$ and $30$ at%) amorphous alloys after heat treatment were identified by XRD observation. The samples annealed for 1 h at the temperature just below the first crystallization peak in evacuated quartz tubes were used to know the first-stage crystallization behavior of the Mg$_{90}$Pd$_{10}$ and the Mg$_{80}$Pd$_{20}$ amorphous alloys. Heat treatment was also performed by using the DSC equipment to know the crystallization behavior for second and third exothermic peaks. The samples were cooled rapidly soon after recognizing the appearance of the crystallization peak in the DSC curve at which we would like to identify the crystallization process. Figure 5 shows the XRD patterns of the Mg$_{90}$Pd$_{10}$ amorphous alloy after heat treatments. The first-stage crystallization was examined by heating the sample at 400 K for 1 h. It is seen that the first exothermic peak is due to the precipitation of Mg phase and the second peak comes from the precipitation of Mg$_6$Pd phase from the remaining amorphous phase. The third peak appears to correspond to the transition to Mg + Mg$_6$Pd + unknown phases.

Figure 6 shows the XRD patterns of the Mg$_{80}$Pd$_{20}$ amorphous alloy subjected to the heat treatments corresponding to the two exothermic peaks. The first-stage crystallization was examined by heating the sample at 473 K for 1 h. The crystallization occurs through Am → Am + unknown phase → unknown + Mg$_6$Pd and Mg$_5$Pd$_2$. Although the unknown phase at the first crystallization peak is predicted as Mg$_3$Pd or Mg$_3$Pd$_2$ which is predicted from the Mg–Pd equilibrium phase diagram, no X-ray diffraction data of their phases are observed.

Figure 7 shows the XRD pattern of the Mg$_{70}$Pd$_{30}$ amorphous alloy heated up to 570 K in the DSC equipment. Both Mg$_5$Pd$_2$ and unknown phases are observed. The unknown phase cannot be identified as Mg$_3$Pd or MgPd which is predicted from the Mg–Pd equilibrium phase diagram.

Table 1 summarizes crystallization temperature, $T_x$, tensile strength, $\sigma_t$, and Vickers hardness, $H_V$ of melt-spun amorphous Mg$_{100-x}$Pd$_x$ ($x = 10, 20$ and $30$ at%) alloys. There is a tendency for $T_x$, $\sigma_t$ and $H_V$ to increase with increasing Pd content.
content. The Mg$_{60}$Pd$_{40}$ crystalline alloys are too brittle to measure the tensile fracture strength.

Inoue et al. reported that the composition range of Mg–Ni binary amorphous alloys was limited to 8 < Ni < 25 at%Ni. It is known that the feature of the Mg–Pd equilibrium phase diagram is similar to that of the Mg–Ni phase diagram because Pd belongs to the same group number as that of Ni. In this work, it was shown that the composition range of the Mg–Pd binary amorphous alloys was limited to 10 < Pd < 35 at%Pd. Thus, the composition range of the Mg–Pd amorphous alloys is slightly wider than that for the Mg–Ni amorphous alloys. The mixing enthalpies of Mg–Pd and Mg–Ni pairs are −40 kJ/(mole of atoms) and −4 kJ/(mole of atoms), respectively. These data suggest that the amorphous phase is produced more easily in the Mg–Pd system having the larger negative mixing enthalpy than in the Mg–Ni system.

4. Conclusions

We examined the structure, thermal stability and mechanical properties of the melt-spun Mg–Pd binary alloys. The results obtained are summarized as follows.
Amorphous alloys in the Mg–Pd system were formed in a composition range of 10 to 35 at% Pd. Crystallization of the amorphous phase takes place through three-stage reactions of Am → Am + Mg → Am + Mg + Mg₆Pd → Mg + Mg₆Pd + unknown for the Mg₉₀Pd₁₀ alloy, two-stage reactions of Am → Am + unknown → Mg₅Pd₂ + Mg₆Pd + unknown for the Mg₈₀Pd₂₀ alloy and single-stage reaction of Am → Mg₅Pd₂ + unknown for the Mg₇₀Pd₃₀ alloy.

The Tₓ, σ₁ and Hv of the amorphous Mg₁₀₀₋ₓPdₓ (x = 10, 20 and 30 at%) alloys are in the range from 417 to 535 K, 440 to 650 MPa and 200 to 354, respectively. There is a tendency for Tₓ, σ₁ and Hv to increase with increasing Pd content. The tendency is due to an increase in the number of Mg–Pd atomic pairs with large negative mixing enthalpy.
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